
4.2.1. Psychological Effects

01. INTRODUCTION & OBJECTIVE
Understanding an English discussion in an online setting comes with 
its challenges for Foreign Language speakers (EFLS). 
For instance, when native English speakers (NES) speak too fast, 
EFLS would not be able to understand the conversation. 

To solve this issue, we propose a real-time speech visualization to 
help NES reflect on their speaking speed and allow them to 
understand how EFLS perceive their speaking behavior. 

In this research, we evaluated the effect of perceiving this 
visualization to NES’ s speaking behavior and other psychological 
effects. 

The objective of our design is 
to trigger perception change that helps NS to reflect and modify 
their speech (such as speech speed) by using visualization.

02. CONCEPT
2.1. VISUAL DESIGN

2.2. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

Bubble Visualization Overlay in Online Communication for
Increased Speed Awareness and Better Turn Taking
｜Keio University Graduate School of Media Design          Reiya Horii, Yurike Chandra, Kai Kunze, Kouta Minamizawa

The design of the visualization focuses on the amount of information within 
a period of time or so-called “information density.” Hence, “density” is 
used as a way to project the speech tempo. 

03. METHODS

Overall, the visualization helped most participants to understand 
their speech speed although there is no significant difference in the 
speech speed. It may be because of the lack of implying that NESs’ 
required cues (e.g., timing to slow down, ideal speech rate) 
On the other hand, from questionnaire, it is shown that the visualization 
helped NES and EFLS to pay more attention to the speakers and 
lighten the mood for first-time meetings.

In the future, we hope to add scaffolding to help NES understand  
EFLS’ s comprehension level to adjust their speaking behavior.

We used TouchDesigner for real-time interactive multimedia content to 
create our visualization. TouchDesigner is connected to NDI Virtual Input 
that enabled us to stream virtual effect to online conference application, 
Zoom.

4.1. DATA ANALYSIS

04. RESULTS 

There was no significant difference in the speaking speed based on a 
Friedman test. However, 5 out of 9 NESs mentioned that they were 
aware of their speech speed because of the visualization.  

From the recorded video, participants can be seen prompting a question, 
"What do you think of this?" and giving speaking chances to others during 
visuals sessions. This gesture suggested that visualization improved the 
turn-taking in a discussion and promoted equal participation rate 
among participants. 

4.2. QUANTITALITIVE ANALYSIS

4.2.2. Design Evaluation - How distractive the visual is? 

Not distractive Fun more than distractive A bit distractive

(Answers from questionnaire) 

The visual was more comfortable to discuss with visuals, 
implying that the system can lighten the mood for first-time meetings. 
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